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Abstract
We study the problem of multi-robot active mapping,
which aims for complete scene map construction in minimum time steps. The key to this problem lies in the goal
position estimation to enable more efficient robot movements.
Previous approaches either choose the frontier as the goal
position via a myopic solution that hinders the time efficiency, or maximize the long-term value via reinforcement
learning to directly regress the goal position, but does not
guarantee the complete map construction. In this paper,
we propose a novel algorithm, namely NeuralCoMapping,
which takes advantage of both approaches. We reduce the
problem to bipartite graph matching, which establishes the
node correspondences between two graphs, denoting robots
and frontiers. We introduce a multiplex graph neural network
(mGNN) that learns the neural distance to fill the affinity
matrix for more effective graph matching. We optimize the
mGNN with a differentiable linear assignment layer by maximizing the long-term values that favor time efficiency and
map completeness via reinforcement learning. We compare
our algorithm with several state-of-the-art multi-robot active
mapping approaches and adapted reinforcement-learning
baselines. Experimental results demonstrate the superior
performance and exceptional generalization ability of our
algorithm on various indoor scenes and unseen number of
robots, when only trained with 9 indoor scenes.

1. Introduction
Constructing the map of indoor environments is of great
importance to a wide range of applications in the computer
vision and robotics communities. With the fast development of range sensors (Kinect, RealSense), many scene
mapping approaches [23, 29, 11, 15] are developed to em* Joint first authors
† Corresponding authors

power scene traversal by human operators with handheld sensors, yet incomplete or unaligned scene meshes are common
flaws for inexperienced users due to the noisy and unstable
scanned trajectory. To alleviate the inconvenience of humanoperated traversal, there emerges autonomous map construction [46, 17, 24, 32] via active sensor movement, also known
as active mapping. Previous works in this field mainly focus
on using a single robot, which is time-consuming for largescale environments. In this paper, we study the problem of
multi-robot active mapping: coordinating multiple robots for
the autonomous reconstruction of unknown scenes.
The goal of active mapping is mainly twofold: time efficiency, and map completeness. The pioneering work for active mapping [46] introduces the concept of frontier: regions
on the boundary between open space and unexplored space.
By continuously moving the robot to new frontiers, the scene
map can be completely constructed when no frontier can be
found. Many follow-up approaches in the following decades
[6, 16, 31] aim to improve the time efficiency of the process.
However, the problem of active mapping is highly ambiguous, which makes a theoretically-optimal solution almost
impossible to be found in an unknown environment.
The key module of active mapping that influences time efficiency is the global planner that estimates the goal position
for path planning. The vast majority of literature for both
single robot [3, 37, 39, 1] and multiple robots [4, 30, 14, 16]
are frontier-based, which decides the goal position from a set
of frontiers. However, these approaches are mostly myopic
[6] and hence hinder the time efficiency, since they either
handcraft heuristics [46, 17, 21] to choose the frontier in the
shortest geodesic distance to the robot, or find the one that
maximizes the information gain over the next few actions
via information-theoretic optimization [37, 1]. The more recent approaches adopt the reinforcement learning strategies
[13, 8, 31] as a replacement of the traditional approaches
to decide the goal position for single robot. These policy
learning approaches have dominated the active mapping field
lately, thanks to their potential to achieve more efficient solu-

tions by maximizing the long-term value [22, 25]. However,
as their goal positions are mostly regressed and may not lay
on the frontiers, it has no guarantee to construct the complete
map [13, 8]. When the setting of active mapping is extended
to the multi-robot scenario, the action space is linearly increased with the robot number, which makes the problem
even more ambiguous. The past multi-robot approaches
[4, 30, 14, 16, 18] are mostly frontier-based myopic solutions and are still limited in time efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-robot active mapping approach that takes advantage of both the traditional
frontier-based and recent reinforcement learning solutions
for more efficient and complete map construction. To be
specific, we coordinate multiple robots to decide the goal
positions from a set of frontiers according to the neural
distance optimized by maximizing the long-term value via
reinforcement learning. To achieve this goal, we reduce
the multi-robot active mapping problem to bipartite graph
matching, which establishes node correspondences between
two graphs, denoting robots and frontiers separately. The
key issue for bipartite graph matching lies in the computation of the affinity matrix between two sets of nodes. The
traditional frontier-based approaches can be considered as
handcrafting the affinity matrix with the geodesic distance
between robots and frontiers, which limits the time efficiency
of active mapping. In our algorithm, we propose to learn
the neural distance with a multiplex graph neural network
(mGNN) to estimate the affinity matrix for graph matching.
The problem of graph matching is NP-hard in nature [5]
and often formulated as quadratic assignment programming,
which is expensive and complex to solve. Many recent works
relax graph matching as a linear assignment problem [42],
which can be efficiently tackled with a differentiable and
approximate solution [36]. Therefore, we optimize the graph
neural network with the differentiable linear assignment by
maximizing the long-term value that favors high time efficiency and map completeness via reinforcement learning.
Our algorithm is trained with only 9 indoor scenes, and
exhibits exceptional generalization ability to various indoor
scene datasets and unseen number of robots. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm over
state-of-the-art multi-robot active mapping approaches and
a couple of adapted reinforcement-learning baselines.
All in all, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We reduce the multi-robot active mapping problem to
bipartite graph matching, which is solved by a novel
multi-robot active mapping algorithm that takes advantage of both the traditional frontier-based and recent
reinforcement learning approaches.
• Our algorithm employs a multiplex graph neural network to estimate the affinity matrix, followed by a linear
assignment layer for graph matching. The entire process is optimized by maximizing the long-term value

via reinforcement learning.
• While achieving the complete map construction, our
algorithm outperforms the existing multi-robot active
mapping approaches over time efficiency by a large
margin, and demonstrates exceptional generalization
ability to unseen robot numbers.

2. Related Works
Single-robot active mapping. The vast majority of past
works for active mapping lie in the single-robot scenario
[46, 17, 21, 26]. The pioneering work of Yamauchi [46] for
active mapping presents the concept of frontier and moves
the robot towards the nearest frontier in the occupancy map.
Dornhege and Kleiner [17] extend this idea with the new
concept of void, which is the unexplored volumes in the 3D
occupancy map. The other popular thread for active mapping
relies on the information theory [3, 37, 39, 1] to choose the
frontier based on instant information gain.
Unlike the above traditional approaches that decide the
goal position from a set of frontiers mainly with myopic
strategies, recent approaches [13, 8] directly employ a convolution neural network to regress the goal position by maximizing the long-term value via reinforcement learning. Ramakrishnan et al. [31] follow the above works and proposes
to broaden the map coverage beyond the visible area through
occupancy anticipation. Some other works explore the environment by constructing a topological map [10] or semantic
map [9], which is beyond the scope of this work.
Multi-robot active mapping. The large variety of related works about multi-robot active mapping [16, 41, 2, 19,
4, 30, 14] share a lot of methodologies with the single-robot
approaches and differ mainly in how they coordinate multiple robots for the goal assignment. Faigl et al. [19] have a
good summary of the common multi-robot active mapping
approaches. One solution [43] is to sort the robot-goal pairs
with the geodesic distance and traverse the ordered sequence
from the first element to assign the next not-assigned goal to
the robot. More recent approaches [16, 19] mainly rely on
solving an optimal mass transport problem between robots
and goals, such as multiple traveling salesman problem, for
goal assignments. All the aforementioned approaches are
myopic as analyzed [16, 6] since the goal positions are chosen from the nearest target in the geodesic distance with
multi-robot coordination constraints. In this work, we propose to learn better neural distance via reinforcement learning to achieve more efficient map construction.
Graph neural networks. Graph neural networks [44]
enable learning on top of graph representations. Sykora et al.
[38] use graph neural network to solve the multi-agent graph
coverage problem. Zhang et al. [48] introduce multiplex
network structures for the multi-behavior recommendation.
In this work, we perform learning on multiple graphs, namely
multiplex graph neural network (mGNN), to estimate the
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affinity matrix for bipartite graph matching.

3. Problem Statement
In an unknown environment, the goal of multi-robot active mapping is to construct a complete map in minimum
time steps. At each time step t, the robot i receives a first(t)
person depth image Ii and its corresponding camera pose
(t)
(t)
Pi as input, and estimates its action Ai for movement,
following the problem setting of the previous work closest
to ours [16]. We adopt the common TurtleBot model as
our robot, and it runs in the physically-realistic simulator
iGibson [35, 27], which contains the physical robot body
and simulates the realistic action noise and collisions.
For better comparison with previous works [16, 19], we
further consider the problem settings below. 1) Map completeness first: we value map completeness the most, hence
the map is continuously explored until no accessible frontier is found. 2) Co-located robots: the pose information is
shared among all the robots, hence the global map can be
constructed by synchronizing the local maps from all the
robots. 3) Spatially-close initialization: all the robots are
randomly initialized in the traversable region of the map
with the constraint that the geodesic distance between every
two robots is smaller than a threshold λr . Note uniformly
sampling the robots in the entire map will save more scanning effort for exploration, and we are working in a more
challenging setting with spatially-close robot initialization.

4. NeuralCoMapping
We introduce the entire framework (Figure 1) of our algorithm below. The mapping module constructs the occupancy
map based on the current depth observations and camera
poses from all the robots. The global planner estimates the
goal position for each robot in the occupancy map by solving
a neural bipartite graph matching problem. To navigate to
the goal position, the local planner calculates an obstaclefree moving trajectory for each robot, followed by the action
controller that performs the specific robot moves along the

trajectory. We define a planning cycle as a short period of a
fixed horizon. The global planner only estimates the goal positions at the beginning of the planning cycle, while mapping,
local planning, and action control are alternatively conducted
until the end of the planning cycle. Such a planning cycle is
iterated until meeting the termination criterion.

4.1. Mapping Module
Provided the depth observations and the corresponding
camera poses from all the robots, the goal of the mapping
module is to construct the global map. We represent the
map at time step t as the occupancy grid, which is the topdown view of the 3D scene, denoted as M (t) ∈ [0, 1]X×Y ×2 ,
where X, Y are the map size. The two map channels indicate
the explored and occupied regions separately. Hence each
cell in the grid can be classified as one of the three classes,
open (explored but not occupied), occupied, and unknown
(unexplored). Frontier is defined as the open cells whose
adjacency contains unknown cells. The occupancy map
M (0) is unexplored and initialized as all zero. For robot i,
(t)
the pose of its mounted camera Pi ∈ SE(2) is represented
as (x, y, θ), where x ∈ [0, X − 1], y ∈ [0, Y − 1] denote the
robot position and θ ∈ [0, 2π) denotes the robot orientation
around the vertical axis.
(t)
To compute the occupancy map, the depth image Ii is
firstly back-projected as the point cloud in the world space
(t)
with known camera intrinsics and provided poses Pi , then
the 3D points from all the robots are fused and projected
onto the 2D plane to overlay the overlapping region of the
existing occupancy map M (t−1) to obtain the new one M (t) .
We consider a cell as occupied if there is any 3D point
(staying between two horizontal planes at the height of the
ground and robot head) that falls into the cell, and consider a
cell as open if it lies on the ray from the camera center to the
end of the definitively visible space [20]. The multi-robot
scenario creates a highly dynamic environment, where one
moving robot may be visually observed by the others. It
poses new challenges for obstacle-free path planning. To
tackle this issue, we label all the cells covered by any robot
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directed edge features, the linear assignment layer conducts bipartite graph matching to assign each robot a unique frontier as the goal.

being observed as occupied, and label those cells as open
again once the robot leaves them.

4.2. Global Planner
With the constructed occupancy map and provided robot
positions, the global planner aims to estimate the optimal
goal positions for all the robots for efficient and complete
map construction. In this work, we formulate the problem of
goal position estimation as bipartite graph matching, which
establishes the correspondences between the robot and frontier1 nodes extracted from the constructed occupancy map.
The affinity matrix for graph matching is not composed of
the geodesic distance as adopted in the traditional frontierbased approaches [41, 2, 19, 16], yet is filled with the neural distance estimated by a graph neural network, which is
optimized with a differentiable linear assignment layer by
maximizing the long-term value via reinforcement learning.
We introduce the solution to bipartite graph matching via
the following two components, multiplex graph neural network for affinity matrix estimation, and linear assignment
layer to pair the robot and frontier nodes. Figure 2 gives the
illustration of the aforementioned global planner.
4.2.1

Multiplex Graph Neural Network

Provided the constructed occupancy map and known robot
positions, we first construct two self-graphs Gr = (Vr , Er )
and Gf = (Vf , Ef ) that denote the robot and frontier sets
separately. We also build a cross-graph Grf = (Vr , Vf , Erf )
that connects the robots and frontiers, and Erf denotes the
affinity information we want to learn for graph matching.
The multiplex graph neural network (mGNN) learns such
information between robots and frontiers with iterative intragraph and inter-graph operations.
For sake of simplicity, we introduce the node feature
computation only for robots below, and it applies to the
1 The frontier nodes are sampled from the frontier cells, and each frontier
node represents a frontier cell.

frontier nodes as well. For robot i, we represent the raw
robot information as sr_i ∈ R3 , which includes the x, y
coordinates in the occupancy map and its semantic label
(robot, or frontier). We extract the initial high-dimensional
(0)
robot node feature vr_i ∈ R32 from sr_i via a multi-layer
perception (MLP) finit :
  v^{(0)}_{r\_i} = f_{init}(s_{r\_i}) 

(1)

Intra-graph operation. The intra-graph operation updates the node and edge features for both the robot and frontier self-graphs. We consider a fully connected self-graph,
hence each node will be updated by the messages received
from all the other nodes. Inspired by the attention mechanism [40], such a node aggregation operation can be treated
as the retrieval process which maps your query against a set
of keys associated with candidate nodes in the graph and
finally presents the best matched nodes (values). Hence, we
(l)
(l)
first compute the query qr_i ∈ R32 , key kr_i ∈ R32 , and
(l)

(l)

value ur_i ∈ R32 from the node feature vr_i at layer l,
  q^{(l)}_{r\_i} = f_{query}(v^{(l)}_{r\_i}), k^{(l)}_{r\_i} = f_{key}(v^{(l)}_{r\_i}), u^{(l)}_{r\_i} = f_{value}(v^{(l)}_{r\_i}) 
(2)
where fquery , fkey , fvalue are parameterized as linear projec(l)
tions. Then we represent the directed edge feature er_ij ∈ R1
from node j to node i as the attention weight scalar,
  e^{(l)}_{r\_{ij}} = \frac {\exp {(q^{(l)}_{r\_i} \cdot k^{(l)}_{r\_j})}}{\sum _{h:(i,h) \in \mathcal {E}_r} \exp {(q^{(l)}_{r\_i} \cdot k^{(l)}_{r\_h})}} 

(3)

which is the softmax over all the query-key dot product
(l+1)
results directed to node i. Then the node feature vr_i is
computed as
  \label {equation:self_node} v^{(l+1)}_{r\_i} = v^{(l)}_{r\_i} + f_{node}(v^{(l)}_{r\_i}, \sum _{h:(i,h) \in \mathcal {E}_r} e^{(l)}_{r\_{ih}} u^{(l)}_{r\_h}) 

(4)

where fnode concatenates the input information and is parameterized as a multi-layer perception.

Inter-graph operation. The inter-graph operation updates the node and edge features for the cross-graph. We
consider a complete bipartite graph, where each node in one
set is connected with all the nodes in the other set, yet not
connected with any nodes in the same set. The geodesic
distance is the shortest distance for traversal between two
points and implicitly encodes the underlying scene layout
information. We compute geodesic distances with the Fast
Marching Method (FMM) [34]. The geodesic distance between two nodes i, j is denoted as dij , which is incorporated
(l)
into the directed edge feature erf _ij ∈ R1 computation as
below,
  e^{(l)}_{rf\_{ij}} = \frac {\exp {(f_{edge}(q^{(l)}_{r\_i},k^{(l)}_{f\_j},d_{ij}))}}{\sum _{h:(i,h) \in \mathcal {E}_{rf}} \exp {(f_{edge}(q^{(l)}_{r\_i},k^{(l)}_{f\_h},d_{ih}))}} 

(5)

where fedge concatenates the input information and is parameterized as a multi-layer perception. Then the node feature
(l+2)
vr_i is computed similarly to Equation 4 by replacing the
directed edges in Er with Erf ,
 \label {equation:node_aggreg_inter} v^{(l+1)}_{r\_i} = v^{(l)}_{r\_i} + f_{node}(v^{(l)}_{r\_i}, \sum _{h:(i,h) \in \mathcal {E}_{rf}} e^{(l)}_{rf\_{ih}} u^{(l)}_{f\_h}) 

(6)

History node module. For the problem of multi-robot
active mapping, not only do the current robots and frontiers matter for the global planning, the robots and estimated goals in the past should also serve as the guidance
to encourage consistent robot movements and discourage
the redundant traversal over explored regions. Therefore,
we further enhance mGNN with two sets of new nodes
with the semantic label of history robot or history goal,
which are derived from the robots and goals in the past
individually. To be specific, we construct two more selfgraphs Gw = (Vw , Ew ), Gg = (Vg , Eg ) that denote the history robots and history goals, and two more cross-graphs
Grw = (Vr , Vw , Erw ), Gf g = (Vf , Vg , Ef g ) that associate
robots with history robots, frontiers with history goals separately. In this manner, we achieve the history node module by
applying the intra-graph operation to Gg , Gw , and the crossgraph operation to Gf g , Grw as well. In the implementation,
instead of considering the history robot positions among all
the past steps, we only count in the history robot positions
at the beginning of each past planning cycle to balance the
number of history robot and history frontier nodes.
Therefore, the entire mGNN is composed of four selfgraphs Gr , Gf , Gw , Gg and three cross-graphs Erf , Erw , Ef g .
For each intra-graph operation, all the four self-graphs can be
simultaneously updated, while for each inter-graph operation,
the three cross-graphs need to be sequentially updated as the
robot and frontier nodes will be updated twice in two crossgraphs. Note the cross-graph order for inter-graph operation
does not affect the final node feature, which is simply added

with the residual as computed in Equation 6. We consider
one block of graph operations as the composition of one intragraph and one inter-graph operation. The entire mGNN is
composed of Nl blocks of graph operations.
4.2.2

Linear Assignment Layer

For our bipartite graph matching problem, the affinity matrix
denotes the distance between the robot and frontier nodes.
The learned edge feature erf _ij emitted from robot j to frontier i indicates how much the robot prefers the frontier and is
treated as the neural distance to form the affinity matrix for
graph matching2 . With the cross-graph Grf = (Vr , Vf , Erf ),
the goal of multi-robot active mapping can be considered
as achieving a maximum matching in a bipartite graph. It
is required to conduct any many connections between robot
and frontier nodes as possible by assigning at most one
robot to one frontier, and also at most one frontier to one
robot, in such a way the summed affinity among all the
connections are maximized. It corresponds to the linear
assignment problem and can be solved efficiently with the
popular Sinkhorn algorithm [36]. It works by normalizing
the rows and columns of the affinity matrix alternatively
until convergence and is often treated as the approximate
and differentiable version of the Hungarian algorithm [28].
We implement the linear assignment layer as the Sinkhorn
algorithm, whose output decides the goal position as the
matched frontier for each robot.

4.3. Local Planner and Action Controller
With the robot position, estimated goal position, and constructed occupancy map, the local planner decides a moving
trajectory from the robot to the goal position. We adopt
Fast Marching Method (FMM) [34] to achieve this purpose.
However, due to the fact that the occupancy map is only a
rough representation of the scene world and the unavoidable
action noise when executing the moving trajectory, the robot
will collide with obstacles from time to time, for example,
in the narrow corridor, in which situation the fast marching approach may not help free the robot from the collision
in the physically-realistic simulator iGibson [35, 27] and
hence time efficiency is significantly influenced. To alleviate
the above difficulty, we propose to improve FMM with an
obstacle-resistant strategy that plans the moving trajectory
away from the obstacles. To be specific, given the occupancy
map and robot positions at time step t, we first generate two
(t)
(t)
geodesic distance maps Dr , Do whose zero contour lies
in the robot positions and obstacles separately with FMM,
(t)
then update the robot distance value Dr_i at position i as,
  D^{(t)}_{r\_i} = D^{(t)}_{r\_i} / (\epsilon + min(\tau , D^{(t)}_{o\_i}) \times \lambda _o) 

(7)

2 Experimentally we observe the directed edge feature from the frontier
to robot makes the similar effect.

where τ = 0.001, τ = 4, λo = 0.25. It means amplifying
the robot distance values whose positions are close to obsta(t)
cles. Then Dr is used to calculate the moving trajectory
from the robot to its goal position.
The robot is able to perform three actions, A =
Given the
{move_f orward, turn_lef t, turn_right}.
next waypoint in the moving trajectory, the robot controls
its actions via a simple heuristic [12]: if the robot faces the
waypoint, it moves forward; otherwise, it rotates towards the
waypoint. To be specific, we compute the relative angle θa
by subtracting the robot orientation from the orientation of
(t)
the directed robot-to-waypoint edge, the action Ai at time
step t for robot i is decided as,

  A^{(t)}_i=\begin {cases} move\_forward & \text {if $\theta _a > -\lambda _a$ or $\theta _a < \lambda _a$} \\ turn\_left & \text {if $\theta _a \leq -\lambda _a$} \\ turn\_right & \text {if $\theta _a \geq \lambda _a$} \end {cases} 

(8)

where λa is the threshold that controls the forward and rotation movement.

4.4. Reinforcement Learning Design
We treat the mGNN as the policy network, which is optimized with the differentiable linear assignment layer together by maximizing the accumulated reward in the entire
episode via reinforcement learning. Despite the multi-robot
scenario, as our global planner adopts the centralized decision setting, we directly use the off-policy learning approach
Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [33] as the policy optimizer.
Reward function. The goal of active mapping is to pursue high time efficiency and map completeness. To achieve
this goal, we design a time reward R̂time and a coverage
reward R̂coverage . The time reward punishes unnecessary
time steps to encourage high exploration efficiency, hence is
defined as,
  \hat {\mathcal {R}}_{time} = -0.015 
(9)
Coverage C(M (t) ) at time step t is the area of the open
space in the occupancy map M (t) . The coverage reward
R̂coverage is defined as the coverage increment measured in
m2 ,
  \hat {\mathcal {R}}_{coverage} = C(M^{(t)})- C(M^{(t-1)}) 
(10)
Then the entire reward R̂ is computed as the weighted summation of the two above two rewards,
  \hat {\mathcal {R}} = \hat {\mathcal {R}}_{time} + \lambda _c \hat {\mathcal {R}}_{coverage} 

(11)

where λc is the hyper-parameter that balances the two rewards.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setup
Data processing. Our algorithm is trained on the Gibson
dataset [45] and evaluated on both the Gibson and Matterport3D datasets [7]. Our algorithm runs in the physicallyrealistic iGibson [35, 27] simulator. We adopt the TurtleBot
model as our robot, which has a physical body and can be
visually observed in the simulator to create a more realistic
multi-robot scenario. To demonstrate the robustness of our
algorithm on training scenes and the extraordinary generalization ability of our algorithm to novel scenes, we collect
only 9 scenes randomly sampled in the Gibson dataset for
training3 and use the other scenes for evaluation.
Termination criterion. We aim for complete map construction, however, in the iGibson environment, all the robots
have physical bodies and get stuck occasionally [47]. Hence
following [16], our algorithm terminates when there is no
accessible frontier in the environment.
Parameter setting. X = 480; Y = 480; Nl = 3; λa =
12.5 degrees; λr = 3 meters; λc = 0.005. Each cell in the
grid represents a 0.01m2 region. The bandwidth between
robots is 10-20 KB. The move_f orward action advances
6.5 cm, and the turn_lef t/turn_right action rotates 12.5
degrees. The horizon of the planning cycle is 25 steps.
Evaluation metrics. We evaluate the map completeness
via the coverage ratio (Cov. (%)) that calculates the percentage of explored open space over the ground truth open space
in the environment. We measure the time efficiency (Time
(#steps)) as the number of steps taken for map construction.

5.2. Compared Approaches
We compare our algorithm with several state-of-the-art
multi-robot active mapping approaches (Greedy, VorSEG,
mTSP, CoScan) [16, 41, 2, 19], which are mostly frontierbased and rely on the geodesic distance to choose the goal
position. Inspired by the past reinforcement learning solutions for single-robot active mapping [13, 8, 31], we also
design two multi-robot baselines (ANS-DeCen, ANS-Cen)
that directly regress the coordinates of goal positions. To
justify the effectiveness of our global planner, we compare
with these approaches by only replacing our global planner
with the alternatives in these approaches while leaving the
mapping, local planner, action controller and termination
criterion the same for everyone. We elaborate on all these
methods below.
• Greedy [41]. It assigns the frontiers to all the robots in
a greedy manner. Each robot chooses the closest frontier
among its assigned ones as the goal position.
• VorSEG [2]. It performs a Voronoi segmentation over all
the frontiers. Each robot chooses the closest segmented
region and scans its frontiers in a greedy manner.
3 The

training is once for all and takes about 1 day.

Small Scenes (< 35m2 )
Method

Middle Scenes (35 − 70m2 )

Large Scenes (> 70m2 )

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Greedy [41]
VorSEG [2]
mTSP [19]
CoScan [16]

98.7
98.5
98.8
98.6

420.6
350.8
351.4
304.2

98.8
98.8
98.6
99.0

669.4
570.3
564.5
496.1

99.4
99.6
98.9
99.5

1057.0
1080.5
1029.0
985.0

NeuralCoMapping (Ours)

98.6

302.5 (-0.6%)

98.8

471.7 (-4.9%)

98.9

882.0 (-10.5%)

Table 1. Numerical results on the Gibson dataset [45]. Parentheses: %steps reduced against the best competitor (blue) for our algorithm (red).
Small Scenes (< 100m2 )
Method

Middle Scenes (100 − 300m2 )

Large Scenes (> 300m2 )

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Greedy [41]
VorSEG [2]
mTSP [19]
CoScan [16]

95.9
95.5
96.6
97.1

801.2
652.7
712.5
581.7

95.1
94.7
95.6
96.1

2043.1
1693.2
1742.6
1505.5

91.3
91.0
91.4
92.1

3345.4
2852.0
2963.6
2781.0

ANS-DeCen
ANS-Cen

85.1
89.7

1860.4
1536.8

59.9
64.3

3229.8
2781.3

48.5
52.2

5639.6
4961.3

NeuralCoMapping (Ours)

96.7

506.1 (-13.0%)

96.0

1217.3 (-19.1%)

92.4

1874.8 (-32.6%)

Table 2. Generalization to the unseen Matterport3D dataset [7], which is consistently larger than the Gibson dataset. Note our algorithm is
trained only on 9 scenes in the Gibson dataset, while the ANS variants are trained on the entire Gibson dataset.

• mTSP [19]. It constructs a frontier graph where the edge
weights are defined as the geodesic distance between two
frontiers, then it solves a multiple traveling salesman problem based on the frontier graph for the goal assignment.
• CoScan [16]. It performs a k-means clustering over all
the frontiers and assigns each robot a frontier cluster by
solving an optimal mass transport problem based on the
geodesic distance. Then for each robot, it computes an
optimal traverse path over its assigned frontiers.
• ANS-DeCen. Following the recent reinforcement learning solution, Active Neural SLAM (ANS) [8], we replace
our global planner with their global policy, which learns
a convolution neural network that consumes an egocentric local map and a geocentric global map as input, and
regresses the goal estimation for path planning. We design a fully decentralized setting where multiple robots
construct the map independently without communication.
• ANS-Cen. We design a simple centralized setting of the
ANS [8] approach. To adapt to the global policy, we
modify the input by stacking the local maps together with
the information of all robots to fuse the global map and
reform the output by regressing the goal positions of all
the robots together.

5.3. Results
We run all the approaches in the 3-robot scenario. The
learnable approaches (ANS variants and our approach) are
both trained and evaluated with 3 robots. The two ANS
variants directly extract features from the raw map with a
convolution neural network, which is more sensitive to the

variance of the map distribution and needs to be trained
in a larger set of training scenes (72 scenes in ANS [8]),
unlike 9 scenes in our setting. Hence it would be unfair for
the ANS variants to directly compare to our approach with
our Gibson train/test split. During the implementation, we
choose to train the ANS variants on the entire Gibson dataset
and compare with them directly on the Matterport3D dataset.
We demonstrate the results of our algorithm and the four
multi-robot active mapping approaches on the Gibson dataset
in Table 1. All the approaches are able to achieve the roughly
complete map construction, as also observed in [16], while
our algorithm achieves superior performance over all the
other approaches regarding time efficiency. The scenes in
the Gibson dataset are relatively small, where the time efficiency tends to saturate in the multi-robot scenario, hence the
performance difference between our approach and the best
competitor is less significant. In Table 2, when we evaluate
the approaches on the Matterport3D dataset, which contains
consistently larger scenes than the ones in the Gibson dataset,
our algorithm exhibits more significant superiority compared
to the best competitor, especially in the large area interval
(> 300m2 ) we save more than 30% steps. We count time
step rather than running time for the efficiency evaluation,
while we take only 0.04s for each global planning, which is
much faster than the best competitor CoScan 0.4s. The results also demonstrate the outstanding generalization ability
of our algorithm to novel indoor scenes. Note the ANS variants do not guarantee a complete map construction as their
goal positions are regressed and may not lay on frontiers.
Therefore, to obtain a reasonable number for comparison, we

Final
Greedy

VorSEG

mTSP

CoScan

ANS-Cen

Ours

(1200 steps)

(1225 steps)

(1275 steps)

(1000 steps)

(3000 steps)

(800 steps)

(2075 steps)

(1125 steps)

(1575 steps)

(1175 steps)

(3000 steps)

(925 steps)

Figure 3. Visual results of our algorithm compared with state-of-the-art approaches on two scene samples from the Matterport3D dataset.
Train with 2 robots

Train with 3 robots

Train with 4 robots

Test number of robots

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

2 robots
3 robots
4 robots

96.7
96.7
97.1

1002.6
680.0
617.2

96.4
96.3
96.7

1005.0
661.7
626.3

97.1
96.1
96.7

1019.7
683.7
614.6

Table 3. Generalization to unseen numbers of robots evaluated on the Matterport3D dataset.
Method

Cov. (%)

Time (#steps)

Affinity: geodesic distance
Affinity: node correlation
w/o history module
w/o obstacle-resistance

96.9
94.3
96.1
96.8

785.5
1045.6
729.5
792.7

NeuralCoMapping (Ours)

96.3

661.7

Table 4. Ablation study on the Matterport3D dataset.

set a maximum horizon (5000 steps as default, 10000 steps
for scenes > 300m2 ), which is sufficiently large for most
approaches to complete the map construction. We visualize
the moving trajectories in Figure 3.

5.4. Generalization to Unseen Number of Robots
We evaluate how our algorithm generalizes to the unseen
number of robots in Table 3. Our algorithm is trained with
2, 3, and 4 robots separately, and evaluated with different
robot numbers on the Matterport3D dataset. From the results, we observe that our algorithm achieves very close time
efficiency to its upper bound (trained and evaluated on the
same number of robots). We consider such a good generalization ability mainly stems from three aspects. 1) Our entire
framework contains only one learnable module, the global
planner, while the other modules are non-learnable and can
naturally generalize to the unseen number of robots. 2) The
multiplex graph neural network in the global planner decomposes the goal estimation into many small and independent
tasks, where the robot nodes are only partially involved in the
entire network. 3) For the inter- and intra- graph operations
in mGNN, the node feature is updated as the weighted sum
of its neighborhood features, and hence relatively invariant
to the number of its neighborhood (robots).

5.5. Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study to evaluate the importance
of each component of our algorithm to the multi-robot active
mapping problem, as shown in Table 4. We firstly validate
the design of the affinity matrix, by replacing the neural distance (edge feature) with 1) the geodesic distance between
robots and frontiers and 2) the node correlation computed as
the dot product between robot and frontier node features. We
further justify the effectiveness of the history node module in
mGNN and the obstacle-resistance strategy in the local planner by removing them separately from the entire framework
for ablation study. Experimentally, we observe that our full
framework achieves the best time efficiency. One of the major arguments in this paper is that the pure geodesic distance
is not the optimal measurement to choose a reasonable goal
position, which motivates our algorithm to learn the neural
distance via reinforcement learning. Such an argument is
validated in the experiment, where our neural distance is
superior to the pure geodesic distance by a large margin.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel multi-robot active mapping algorithm to achieve efficient and complete map construction. We formulate the problem as neural bipartite graph
matching, which is solved via the proposed multiplex graph
neural network and a differentiable linear assignment layer.
The entire framework is optimized by maximizing the longterm value via reinforcement learning.
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